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Introduction

I didn't want to write this
book.

This seems like an odd thing
to admit in the introduction, as
though I'm complaining about
having to work when the siren
song of video games still
exists. But I don't mean it like
that. I didn't want to write this
book because I didn't feel
qualified to write it. I'm
transgender, yes; I'm also fat



and disabled. I have a lot of
thoughts and feelings about
science fiction and fantasy
settings in which people can
have any body they want, but
those bodies are always one of
the same two thin, abled,
cisgender-presenting choices.
How dull. How boring. How
utterly unlike the human
experience we see in the
present day. Why should the
future be less colorful than the
present? Or, if it is, shouldn't
the book recognize that it is a
1984-esque dystopia?



Yet I hesitated to write this
book because I don't know that
I have the breadth of
experiences a book like this
requires. I've never undergone
any kind of medical transition
to treat my bodily dysphoria.
I've only been out as
transgender for a few years,
which is not a very long time. I
am, furthermore, as white as a
piece of supermarket bread
which has been smeared with
mayonnaise and left to soak in
a vat of bleach. Because of my
whiteness, I cannot adequately
cover the social impact of



technology which allows
bodies to change in ways
which include skin color. I
will attempt to address this
topic in the pages which
follow, because I believe it's
important to warn other white
writers (like me!) not to write
a hurtful mess which will harm
readers of color, but I do not
feel my voice should be
considered authoritative on
this topic.

Despite these reservations, I
did write this book. This
collection of essays is a labor



of love prompted by a
thousand tiny frustrations
experienced over the course of
several years. I've read
science fiction books which
did not consider how
transgender people would
utilize available body
modification technologies; I've
seen magical settings which
failed to understand how
transgender people would
coexist with the magic systems
governing those worlds. Most
of these were written by
cisgender people who simply
did not understand how to be



inclusive of trans people. My
hope is that a resource like this
book will help them.

This is not a definitive
guide. I hope writers will use
this collection as one of many
possible road maps.

With those serious
disclaimers now on the page,
let me offer you a hearty
welcome. You're here (or so I
hope!) because you want to
craft a fictional setting with
technology or magic which
provides for extensive body



modification (including
primary and secondary sexual
characteristics) and you're
wondering how the
introduction of this world-
building detail will affect
transgender people in your
world. Maybe you're writing a
futuristic science fiction planet
with surgical options beyond
the dreams of mortal men, or
perhaps you're penning a
magical fantasy land with
instant body changes through
the power of magic, gods,
potions, spells, or scrolls. In
either case, you're aware that



trans people exist and you
want to understand how this
will affect them. I'm here to
help. We'll also talk about
how this technology and magic
are going to have
reverberating effects beyond
gender presentation, including
for your fat characters and
disabled characters.

My name is Ana, and I'm a
transgender person with
thoughts on transness in
fictional settings, particularly
ones which have access to
body modification capabilities



surpassing what we have
available to us currently
through the use of hormones
and surgeries. The trope of
fast, easy, reversible, and
widely-accessible body
alteration includes everything
from a futuristic
BodyTron5000 ("step right in
and we'll jiffy up a uterus!") to
fantastical trips to the Gender
Witch for magic potions.
These settings have ripple
effects on trans people both on
and off the page, so I'm
grateful when authors consider
how their worlds treat us.



The guidebook you're about
to read is a series of essays,
many of which are expanded
from examples I've
encountered in my reading.
Not all of these essays will
apply to the fictional setting
you're attempting to craft, but I
hope these contents will be
helpful in training writers to
consider the many angles of
gender presentation and body
diversity when creating new
worlds. Above all, I urge
authors to actively seek out
and listen to a variety of trans
voices on this topic—I cannot



speak for the entire
transgender community.

Thank you.



Essay #1: Why You
Care

At some point in the world-
building for your magical or
futuristic setting, it's going to
feel like a lot of work. Why
should you have to put all this
time and effort into thinking
about trans people if they're
not at the heart of your story?
If you're not writing about
trans people and trans issues,
if your story is about cisgender
(i.e., not transgender) folks



going on adventures in a world
which happens to contain
magitech† which provides for
easy body alteration, then why
should you care how your
setting affects trans people
who only exist over there
somewhere in an unseen
corner of your world?

[† Because it is burdensome
to repeatedly write and read
the phrase "magic and/or
technology", it will be shorted
to "magitech" to convey the
interchangeable nature of
magic and technology in these



essays. Arthur Clarke's law
that "any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable
from magic" is not without
flaws, but when we're talking
about things like instant uterus
growth or an overnight penis,
it really does not matter
whether the vehicle for body
changes came from a magic
potion or from scientific
invention.]

First: Let's consider why all
or most of your characters
would be cisgender,
especially if you're writing a



setting free from anti-trans
bigotry or possessing
extensive medical services
available to people who need
them. Wouldn't some of your
characters be or at least know
trans people? I can almost
guarantee you know trans
people right now, though you
may be unaware of their
transness if they're closeted.
Does a safety closet exist in
your setting? Does it need to?
If not, this will affect how
many trans people your
characters know and interact
with as part of their story.



Second: You have trans
readers who deserve to see
themselves on your page.
Trans characters should exist
in your work for the same
reason any other characters
should exist: we exist in real
life, and realism expects we
be replicated on the page. This
doesn't mean you have to write
a trans book about trans
issues! You can have trans
characters who are
"incidentally" trans, as with
any other character trait. Just
like in real life, trans
characters don't need to



announce they're trans on
every page—they can simply
be trans.

Third: If "BodyMod"
magitech exists in your setting
—if you've gone to all this
trouble to craft major medical
or magical body modifications
into your work—you're putting
it on the page for a reason.
You have an authorial purpose
in choosing this setting! As
part of world-building, you
need understand why that
magitech exists, and what your
characters know about it.



Where did this ability come
from? Who developed the
magitech, and why? What is it
primarily used for? Why do
your characters have access it?
How have people in your
world extended the use case
past its original intended
purpose? (Hint: Trans people
will absolutely have latched
onto any available BodyMod
magitech, even if it wasn't
developed for them.)

Presumably there was a
driving cause behind the
development of BodyMod



magitech in your setting. Some
scientist worked late nights to
perfect the BodyTron5000, or
a coven of witches acted
together to suss out the precise
recipe for their Gender Potion.
Who were the intended users
for this development?
Transgender people are an
obvious marketing target
(which is one more reason
why your world ought to
include them!) but trans people
aren't the only ones who would
benefit from body alteration.
Was the magitech developed
for ill or disabled people



seeking to replace damaged
organs? Athletes questing to be
better at their sport? Elderly
people requiring fresh organs
to extend their lifespan?
Technology rarely develops
for no reason; there's often an
initial starting case. From that
initial starting case, usage
broadens as unintended users
recognize the value this new
technology holds for them.

In short, the BodyMod
magitech in your setting was
either developed for (or by!)
trans people or was broadened



to market to trans people after
creation. If that magitech has
been available for years
before your story opens, the
surrounding culture will
already have heard about trans
people and the use of magitech
to treat dysphoria.

Trans people should not
seem new or previously
unheard of in these settings:

- Any setting with altruistic
scientists and doctors working
to help heal people.



- Any setting with arcane
witches crafting spells for the
needy or desperate.

- Any setting with
capitalistic marketing teams
targeting wealthy groups as
customers.

- Any setting with a
dystopian government who
keeps the populace
downtrodden and oppressed.

That's a non-comprehensive
list, by the way! The answer to
why you should care about



how magitech affects trans
people in your setting, even if
your story isn't about trans
people, is simple: trans people
still exist in your world and
your characters will know
about them and interact with
them as part of their stories. If
you don't include trans people
in your world and world-
building, the realism of your
setting will suffer and your
readers will not remain
immersed in the tale you want
to tell.



Essay #2: What is
Gender?

Social Constructs

In order to talk about how
magical and technological
body modifications can
interact with transgender
people, we need to be on the
same page regarding what I
mean by the word "gender".

Gender is a social construct



that has to do with how people
view themselves, how they
interact with the world, and
how they interact with others.
Gender is influenced by
society and therefore varies
widely across cultures, but that
doesn't mean gender doesn't
exist or isn't important. Most
social constructs are important
to societies even if they don't
"exist" as something you can
hold in your hand or look at
under a microscope.

Gender is not a collection of
body parts or chromosomes,



nor is it a bundle of behavioral
stereotypes. The latter is often
invoked against trans people
with the claim that we
stereotype femininity and box
women into misogynistic
roles. This is nonsense; there
are a million ways to be a girl
and all of them are valid: soft
girls, feminine girls, sporty
girls, butch girls, strong girls,
lesbian girls, straight girls, bi
girls, ace girls, girls who love
pink, girls who love blue, girls
who love pink and blue, gamer
girls, programming girls, nerdy
girls, preppy girls, California



girls. There is no wrong way
to be a girl, nor any act which
can render someone not-a-girl
and revoke their girl-status.
There is no body a girl can't
inhabit, no collection of
chromosomes she must
possess. Girlness is a social
construct and only the
individual in question can tell
you if they are a girl.

I realize I just lost some
people there, so let's set
gender aside for a moment and
talk about social constructs
and how something can be



socially real without having a
physical material existence.

Social constructs are ideas
we build and create in order to
interact with fellow humans.
An example of a social
construct you use every day is
a calendar. Days are a
physical reality; the sun rises
and sets (or, rather, the earth
revolves on its axis in a way
that makes the sun appear to
rise and set). But there is no
physical reason to arrange
days into sets of seven called a
"week", nor to gather weeks



into groups of four and call
those "months". If everyone on
earth were wiped out
tomorrow and Martians came
to colonize the empty planet in
our wake, they wouldn't
recreate our weeks and months
and calendar structures
because those things aren't
based in physical reality.
They're a collection of social
structures we built together.

Therefore, Mondays are a
social construct. They do not
"exist" in the sense of
something you can hold in your



hand or scientifically deduce,
but that doesn't mean Mondays
aren't "real". You are welcome
to call your employer and
explain that Monday is a
social construct and that you
won't be coming in today, but
they are still going to want you
to work. If you refuse to show
up because "Mondays aren't
real", you will be fired. In
short: Social constructs
become real because we live
in a society which treats them
as real.

Most social constructs don't



have a hard and fast definition,
but we tend only to notice that
fact when we're discussing
gender. People attending
"Gender 101" classes are often
frustrated by the wibbly-
wobbly definition of gender
offered above. If gender isn't a
collection of body parts or a
set of chromosomes, if gender
is "a social construct that has
to do with how people view
themselves, how they interact
with the world, and how they
interact with others", then what
is gender? Is gender just a
"feeling"? If anyone can be a



girl just by saying they're a
girl, what is girlness? Where
does it all end? Is everyone a
girl?

The simplest answer to
these questions is that a girl is
someone who calls themselves
a girl. This tautology can be
understandably vexing for
people who want hard
definitions! But we accept
similarly squishy identity
constructs without blinking
when the identity is "Texan" or
"Democrat" or "Hufflepuff" or
"Christian", even when the



people within those identities
vary so widely across the
group that we might
reasonably say they have
nothing in common except their
shared choice of identity
words. Yet we accept self-
identification in those cases
because we believe that
people are generally the best
arbiters of their own identity.

Let's look at "Texan". What
makes a Texan? Not every
Texan was born in Texas, nor
is everyone born in Texas a
Texan. Not every Texan lives



in Texas, nor is everyone
living in Texas a Texan. Many
people who were born in or
live in Texas are not Texans
and vocally reject that identity.
Most Texans have lived in
Texas for some period of time,
but there's no official set
period which makes one
person a Texan while barring
another from the identity until
they meet that threshold. Even
the meaning of the identity
"Texan" varies depending on
who you ask; my definition
doesn't match the definition my
neighbor uses for himself.



Who gets to say I am right and
he is wrong? If anyone can
identify as a Texan, and if
being Texan is "just a feeling",
then where will it end? Who is
to stop everyone in the world
from calling themselves a
Texan?

We live with the
squishiness of the "Texan"
identity every day without the
world crashing to a halt.
Society carries on without a
universally accepted definition
for the term; society accepts
that I and my neighbor can



have different definitions for
our shared identity; and
society agrees we are both
Texans on the evidence that
we each feel the term applies
to us. Society takes our word
on the matter of our own
identity; indeed, society makes
a general policy of accepting
that people are in the best
position to know and inform
others of their own labels! The
alternative would mean
subjecting every identity we
encounter to a sleuthing
expedition. Such hyper-
skepticism would be



untenable, exhausting, and
fundamentally impossible to
resolve: there is no organ a
doctor can point to and say
"yup, there's the Texan spleen!
This is a Texan."

In short: "Texan" is a social
construct that has to do with
how I view myself, how I
interact with the world, and
how I interact with others. The
term does not have a physical
reality rooted in my biology,
nor does it have a definition
we all agree on, but that
doesn't make the term less real



or meaningful. Gender is
similarly a socially-
constructed identity label
which is "real" without having
a strict definition to which we
all adhere.

I use the Texan identity as a
flippant example because I
don't have to load it down with
trigger warnings. However,
there are several situations of
body-altering accidents and/or
bereavement which illustrate
that identity isn't rooted in
biology, but is rather a social
construct which can sometimes



include biology. A man who
has lost his penis in an
industrial accident is still
considered a man by society;
we do not classify him as a
"woman" on the hospital intake
form. A woman who has had
her uterus removed during
cancer treatment is still a
woman; we do not change the
gender on her driver's license
when an internal organ is taken
out. A person may identify as a
"parent" even if their children
are no longer alive, or as a
"child" even if their parents
are gone and they are grown;



other persons in similar
situations may shed those
identities.

These are examples where
identity is socially
constructed, distinct from
biology and appearance,
guided by personal
experience, and ultimately a
matter of personal choice—all
of which will be relevant
when we talk about body
modification in fiction. But let
us set aside my Texan
metaphor and return to gender
so we can talk about what I



mean when I say "transgender"
and "cisgender".

Gender

Let's try this again: What is
gender?

Gender is a social construct
that has to do with how people
view themselves, how they
interact with the world, and
how they interact with others.
Gender is influenced by
society and therefore varies



widely across cultures, but that
doesn't mean gender doesn't
exist or isn't important. Most
social constructs are important
to societies even if they don't
"exist" as something you can
hold in your hand or look at
under a microscope.

Gender can be connected
for many people to their
biology or genitals, but this is
not universal. Some people
will cite possession of a body
part as reason for their gender
("I'm a man because I have a
penis!"). Other people will



desire the acquisition of a
body part as affirmation of
their gender ("I'm a man and I
would feel more validated in
my gender if I could acquire a
penis!"). Still others have
genders which are detached
from their body parts ("I'm a
man and have no need of a
penis one way or the other!").
All of these experiences of
gender are valid; they are all
normal variations on the
human experience.

This is important to
understand for a setting in



which body modification is
available: gender is not a
simple sum of body parts. A
person who loses a body part
to accident or illness or magic
or trickery or coercion is still
their gender, regardless of the
shape of their body or the
perfection of the
transformation. There will be
men in your setting who will
remain men even if their
bodies are changed; there will
be men who do not have
"manly" bodies (however your
characters define that concept
socially) yet see no need to



change. There will be variety
and most people will have
strong opinions on their own
gender; they won't just
passively accept that they're a
girl now because they
accidentally drank a Gender
Potion or because the
BodyTron5000 malfunctioned
and gave them a shiny new
vagina. Bodies are not gender.

Now that we know what
gender is, let's talk about what
it means to be transgender.

Gender is important to our



society. One of the ways we
see this manifest is our
impulse to gender everyone
and everything—including
babies! The problem is that
babies are notoriously bad
communicators who aren't able
to tell us their gender. We
could assign them a neutral
state and wait for them to tell
us when they get older, but
what we tend to do instead is
hold them up and say "Well,
we don't know this baby's
gender, but we're going to
assign them a gender until they
tell us otherwise. Here are



their pronouns for now!"

This assignation of gender
at birth will be denoted in
these pages as "AGAB" or
"assigned gender at birth".
You will also encounter the
terms "AFAB" (assigned
female at birth) and "AMAB"
(assigned male at birth).

Later in life, that baby will
be able to tell us their actual
gender. If their gender matches
the assigned gender at birth,
they are "cisgender" or "cis".
The word cis comes from



Latin and means "on this side",
indicating their gender is on
the same side as their assigned
gender. If their gender does
not match the assigned gender,
they're "transgender" or
"trans". The word trans comes
from Latin and means
"across", indicating that their
gender is across a dividing
line from the assigned gender
—in other words, a mismatch.

You'll note I didn't say a
word here about genitals or
biology, neither at birth or
later in life! The words "cis"



and "trans" indicate a match or
mismatch of actual gender to
assigned gender. If a child is
assigned [yellow] at birth and
grows up to tell us their gender
is indeed [yellow], they're
cisgender because their gender
matches their assigned gender.
If a child is assigned [yellow]
at birth and grows up to tell us
their gender is actually [blue]
or [pink] or [green], they're
transgender since their gender
does not match their assigned
gender. Genitals, both at birth
and later in life, do not
determine whether someone is



cis or trans.

In short: The words "cis"
and "trans" are metadata tags
denoting whether society
guessed correctly when
assigning a gender to the
person as a baby. Those tags
do not tell us anything about
their bodies. In our society, we
do use genitals as a starting
point for assigning gender at
birth but we could just as
easily assign gender with the
toss of a coin or by hair color.
The assigned gender at birth is
merely there as a placeholder



for convenience until a child is
old enough to tell us their
actual gender.

If someone says they are
trans, that label doesn't
indicate anything about their
body or chromosomes or
genitals, either now or at birth.
The word "trans" simply
conveys that their assigned
gender at birth was wrong.
Wrongful guesses for the
gender of babies happen and
will always happen in a
society which genders babies,
no matter how otherwise



advanced the futuristic or
magical society in question is.

So how is this relevant for a
setting with easy magical or
technological body changes?

First: Whether a person is
cis or trans depends on
whether their gender was
correctly assigned at birth.
Because gender is not
biologically determined and is
a socially constructed identity,
it is impossible to perfect the
gender assignation process via
futuristic science. Even in a



setting with BodyMod
magitech which grants people
whatever bodies they want,
there will still be folks whose
gender was assigned
incorrectly at birth. Trans
people will therefore exist in
your setting. Transness as a
concept cannot be removed
from society via magitech; we
will always exist as long as
babies are assigned a gender.

Second: Because cisness
and transness are a function of
how a child was labeled at
birth, rather than a function of



appearance, magitech will not
"make everyone cis". Though
body modifications will be a
boon for trans people who
desire to use it, they will still
be transgender. Transness is a
matter of being gendered
incorrectly at birth, not a
matter of dysphoria. Trans
people experience childhood
as a trans person, including
being gendered incorrectly by
society until they come out.
Even if they face little or no
bigotry, their experiences will
still be different from those of
cis people who were gendered



correctly at birth and never
needed to come out as trans.

Third: Because gender is
not strongly correlated to
appearance for some trans
people, your setting will
include trans people who
choose not to undergo body
modification, or who do so in
ways which do not result in
perfect conformity to a binary
model. This group will include
"binary" trans people (i.e.,
many trans men and trans
women) and nonbinary trans
people (i.e., trans people



whose genders are not neatly
contained in a binary model).
All of these people will have
valid genders and pronouns
regardless of whether or not
they undergo body
modification, and none of them
will be cisgender.

In short: Your setting will
have trans people. Regardless
of how easy it is to modify
bodies, regardless of how
accepting society is of gender
identity, regardless of every
social and scientific advance
in this far-flung future or



magical reality, trans people
will exist if babies are
assigned a gender, because
some of those babies will be
assigned a wrong gender (and
are therefore trans). Trans
characters assigned a wrong
gender at birth may experience
years of being called that
wrong gender before they are
able to correct the people
around them; this experience
will be different from the
experiences of the cis
characters in your setting.
Cisness and transness are not
removed by the invention of



BodyMod magitech.

Terms

Here are some terms to keep
in mind as we delve deeper
into these essays. Please note
that each of these terms are not
set in canonical stone. When I
offer a "definition" for a word,
take that to mean how I will be
using the word here, and not as
a universally agreed-upon
definition within the larger
trans community.



- Gender. This is an identity
which has to do with how
people view themselves, how
they interact with the world,
and how they interact with
others. This identity is not
determined by body, genitals,
chromosomes, or stereotypes,
though an individual may feel
some or all of those things
contribute to their identity.
Gender includes the two
"binary" genders
acknowledged by our society
(man and woman) and
countless "nonbinary" genders
which do not neatly fit into



those two buckets. People may
also be agender and without
any kind of gender at all.

- Transgender. A
transgender person is someone
whose gender does not match
the gender they were assigned
at birth. Someone who is a
woman but was assigned a
male gender at birth (AMAB)
is a trans woman; someone
who is a man but was assigned
a female gender at birth
(AFAB) is a trans man. Since
most nonbinary people were
not assigned a nonbinary



gender at birth, nonbinary
folks are transgender. (Note
that some nonbinary people
choose to opt out of the term
"transgender" for reasons of
their own.)

- Cisgender. A cisgender
person is someone whose
gender matches the gender they
were assigned at birth.
Someone who is a woman and
was assigned a female gender
at birth (AFAB) is a cis
woman; someone who is a man
and was assigned a male
gender at birth (AMAB) is a



cis man. In theory, if a
nonbinary person were
assigned the correct nonbinary
gender at birth, they could be a
cis nonbinary person, but I
have never heard of an
instance wherein this was
accomplished.

- AGAB. This acronym
stands for "assigned gender at
birth", but is used less often
than the gendered versions
"AFAB" (assigned female at
birth) and "AMAB" (assigned
male at birth). These terms do
not have any bearing on a



person's body or genitals or
chromosomes: if someone is
AFAB, that doesn't tell the
reader that they have a vagina
now or had one at birth. All
"AFAB" communicates is that
the person was assigned
female at birth for reasons
unknown.

- Enby. This is another term
for nonbinary people. The
word is a vocalization of "nb"
("n" for "non", and "b" for
"binary") and is used instead
of "nb" after several Black
activists requested that white



trans activists find a different
term. Many Black activists
already used the term "NB" to
mean "non-Black", which is
useful when Black activists
need to differentiate NBPOC
(non-Black people of color)
from Black people as a group.
To avoid appropriating this
term, many trans activists
moved to using "enby" for
clarity.



Essay #3: What is
Body Modification?

I've made references in the
previous two essays to
"BodyMod" magitech, and
joked about "Gender Potions"
and "the BodyTron5000". Let's
now talk explicitly what I
mean by these concepts and
we'll move from there into
things to watch out for when
crafting your science fiction
and fantasy settings.



"BodyMod" is a term is
intended to encompass
fictional body modification
capabilities far surpassing
what we have available to us
in the present day, either
through magic or scientific
advances which might as well
be magic. Settings with these
capabilities range from
magical to futuristic, from
utopian to dystopian, but may
share some similar
characteristics. Within these
settings, changes to a person's
physical body are often:



- Easy to use, with many
characters giving little thought
to how miraculous these
powers are.

- Rapid, often taking less
than a few days and sometimes
only mere seconds to
complete.

- Safe, with minimal
concern for bodily rejection of
new organs or other medical
risks.

- Painless, with short
recovery time needed after



surgery or magical alteration
of the body.

- Perfect, with undetectable
difference between
homegrown organs and
artificial ones.

- Repeatable and reversible,
with body changes being
repeatedly made without long-
term risk.

- Available, being cheap to
access and with minimal
medical gatekeeping (at least
to some).



- Socially Acceptable, with
virtually no stigma attached to
those who change their bodies.

Magitech body
modifications can be
accomplished in numerous
ways, from surgical to outright
magical. Common methods of
body modification within such
settings include:

- Modification of an existing
body through advanced
surgical techniques and organ



implantation.

- Modification of an existing
body through magical powers
which alter or grow new
organs.

- Transference of brain or
consciousness between
bodies.

- Transference of brain or
consciousness to a body grown
to custom specifications.

- Transference of brain or
consciousness to an artificial
or robot body.



Not all of these
characteristics need to be
present in a setting with body
modification magitech, of
course! For example,
availability may be limited to
those rich and privileged
enough to access healthcare. In
that case, the author must
consider how these conditions
affect their larger world. If
only the rich can change their
bodies, there will exist an
underclass of dysphoric trans
people dying for lack of
access to medical care. How



do your characters feel about
that? What, if anything, are
they doing to help?

Original Use

Part of the world-building
for a setting with BodyMod
magitech requires knowing
where these capabilities came
from and how long they've
been available prior to the
story. Have people been able
to modify their bodies since
the dawn of time through



magic or shape-shifting or
divine gifts? In that case, trans
people won't be new to the
world; there will be lots of
people (both cis and trans!)
experimenting with different
body types during the time
these gifts have been
available. If you want anti-
trans bigotry in this world,
with stringent rules about who
is allowed to have what body
configuration, then something
will have to be invented to
justify that: an oppressive
authority figure willing to hurt
people and cause them pain.



If BodyMod magitech is
new, then trans people may not
be using it yet—but they will
be making plans to! Trans
people existed in our world
long before modern medical
transition was available; they
will have existed in your
world's past, too. BodyMod
magitech won't call them into
being; they'll already be living
their lives and keeping an eye
on developments which may
help with their dysphoria.
Here again, if you want trans
people to be closeted and
unknown to your cis



characters, an oppressive
authority will need to be
invented. In a utopia,
transgender people would be
out and presenting as they
please, even without magitech
to help them along. If they're
not out in your world, the
reader will wonder why. What
forced trans people into
closets? They aren't in hiding
just so cis characters don't
have to think about them.

Something I see on occasion
from cis authors is the idea
that if BodyMod magitech has



been around for a while, then
transness would be hidden
from society because it would
be like getting your tonsils out
as a kid: a normal procedure
that happens at a youngish age
and which isn't spoken of in
later years. That isn't a bad
idea—normalization is a good
direction to explore!—but
remember not everyone is
genderstatic (i.e., having a
gender which does not shift
over time). There will be
people in your world who are
genderfluid (i.e., having a
gender which shifts over time)



whose preferred bodily
presentation may change over
time. There will also be trans
people who take longer than
others to realize they are trans
and may not come out until
they are well into adulthood.
Cis characters would be
aware that this happens and
that some adults receive
gender-affirming body
modification later in life.
Authors cannot avoid trans
people by handwaving that
everything is taken care of at
an early age and is as invisible
to the adult characters as their



tonsils.

Whatever the driving cause
behind the development of
body modification in the
setting—be it magic or gods or
scientific advances—you as
the creator should be aware of
the original intended use. This
understanding can be
simplistic and quick (i.e.,
"they developed technology to
replace organs as part of a
cure for cancer"), but it will
help you map out the organic
growth of the magitech as it
was developed and what, if



any, systems were put in place
to deal with some of the ripple
effects like identity-theft or
neon skin colors.

For example, if body
modification in your world
revolves around building a
robot body to user
specifications and then
transferring consciousness to
the new body as part of a life-
extension program, you can
invent a governing system
which tracks the registration of
all robot models and ensures
there are no duplicates created



by identity thieves. If, on the
other hand, body modification
means growing fresh organs in
a petri dish and dropping them
into place as part of a cancer
cure (and while they're in
there, the doctors craft fancy
new genitals of your choice),
then it's unlikely people are
going to be able to grow fur
and turn green.

Either way, once you have
the original use in mind for
your body modification
magitech, you'll need to
ponder the extended use cases



that inventive humans will
want to explore.

Extended Use

Cis and trans people alike
will have extensive uses for
body modification beyond
genital sculpting. BodyMod
magitech would have far-
reaching implications,
including:

- What does birth control
look like in a world where a



person can just remove their
uterus for a few years until
they want it back? How does
pregnancy work in a world
where external uteri almost
certainly exist?

- If faces can be altered, by
what method do people
recognize each other in this
world? Is it standard for
people to wear name-tags? (If
so, why not pronoun-tags as
well?) How is identity theft
prevented?

- What do lifespans look



like in a world that can
replace or regrow bodily
organs? Can bodies be mended
such that they don't wear out?
Can old hearts and lungs and
kidneys be infinitely replaced
with new ones?

- How does society react to
inevitable "mix-and-matching"
of primary and secondary
sexual characteristics? Every
possible combination of
genitals and chests will be
explored by members of the
populace! If society places
controls on this, you have very



likely written a dystopian
government infringing upon
human rights.

- How do people decorate
themselves? When tattoos and
piercings are reversible, do
people experiment more than
they already do now? To what
extent can body modification
expand the limits of a human
body? Can people grow fur?
wings? prehensile tails?
horns? multiple penises? extra
breasts?

- Sexual characteristics are



big topics when we talk about
body modification, but why
stop there if the sky is the
limit? People will branch out
and alter their chins, noses,
cheeks, lips, eyes, ears, arms,
legs, fingers, toes, body hair,
and every other possible
bodily aspect. Where are the
boundaries of this technology?

- How do social
expectations of beauty change
when anyone can be fat or thin,
tall or short, frail or buff?
Consider that if our current
social beauty ideals are



maintained, the author will
need to justify why the far-
flung future or misty realms of
fantasy has the exact same
prejudices as ours, or risk
looking unimaginative!

- How are social biases
enforced when people can
change appearance at will? Is
workplace discrimination
viable if Violet can go to work
presenting in a socially-
privileged body, collect a
higher paycheck in stealth
mode, then shape-shift back to
a more preferred body



configuration when she goes
home for the evening? Do
social biases subtly shift to
center ornamentation rather
than bodily appearance?

- How do disabled people
navigate this world? Are there
"disability tourists" who use
the BodyTron5000 to
temporarily acquire
disabilities in order to explore
those lived experiences? Are
mental illnesses treated
differently than they are now?
Is menstrual pain taken more
seriously when everyone can



experience it?

- How is society's
understanding of race
impacted if body modification
options include skin color
and/or physical features which
are viewed as markers of
race? (Be careful with race! I
am white and cannot be an
expert on this topic; if you
incorporate racial
modifications, hire sensitivity
readers and listen to them.)

If all this seems very
obvious and perhaps even a



little strange for me to harp on,
good! You're ahead of the
game. I have read fiction by
cis authors who wanted to
make a statement on gender
and ended up giving the
characters inexplicable and
world-breaking magitech
without meaningful
examination of how such
capabilities would affect the
larger setting. The result was
extremely immersion-breaking.

All technology has a ripple
effect on society. Once you go
down the road of a petri-dish



uterus, you're going to be faced
with the question of hearts and
lungs and even tonsils for
people who need or want
them.



Essay #4: Gender and
Stereotypes

Let's talk about Alice the
Author.

Alice has built an exciting
fictional world where
magitech can give anyone the
body they want and where
trans people don't face stigma
for being transgender. Anyone
who wants to inform the world
that they're a girl can just do so
and be a girl without facing



contradiction or bigotry or
gender policing. Excellent!
Now Alice is going to
populate that world with some
trans girl characters who live
and move and exist.

...oh no, Alice draped all of
them in pink and frills and lace
and froth and pearls. What
happened?

There is a thing some cis
people do where they assume
that trans people base our
gender on a list of things we
like and enjoy, then check that



list against gender stereotypes.
As though trans boys wrote a
list one day that said "cars,
leather, hair grease, and Elvis"
and went "I guess I'm a boy
now!" while the trans girls'
lists all said "pink, poodle
skirts, lace, and lollipops" and
then realized "oh, wow, I'm a
girl, better go transition!"

While each of us is unique,
that's generally not how trans
people find our gender. The
thinking here by cis authors
like Alice seems to be that
since there are so many



barriers between one's
assigned gender at birth and
coming out as trans, then the
people who come out as trans
are the ones who are the
girliest of girls or the
boyishest of boys: the
"extreme ends" of the gender
spectrum who can't closet
themselves and so they come
out to drape their bodies in
pink and blue respectively.

There are problems with
that portrayal of trans people.

First, a world-building



problem: Alice has
established that trans people
aren't stigmatized in her
fictional setting. That should
make it easy for people to
come out as trans, or to
question their gender, without
needing to be a stereotypical
representation of a gender in
order to justify themselves.
Who is demanding trans
people adhere to stereotypes
in order to "prove" their
gender is valid to a judgmental
and hostile society? If
someone is sending the
message that a trans girl who



isn't "girly" is invalid, that's
social stigma.

Second, a realism problem:
In our world which does have
stigma, we still have lots of
visible trans people who aren't
stereotypically girly-girl or
boyish-boy. Even in a world
with more stigma than in
Alice's fictional world, many
people still come out and rock
their unique, valid, individual
personal aesthetic. Where do
those real people exist in
Alice's world? Why can't we
see them?



Third, a bigotry problem:
Many bigoted cis people view
trans people as embracing and
entrenching gender
stereotypes, rather than simply
navigating them alongside their
cis siblings. If the only trans
people in Alice's novel are
"extreme" examples of gender
presentation, does that mean
Alice buys into that bigoted
idea that trans people are just
"acting" their gender? The
reader won't know Alice's
meaning; all they have to
understand Alice's view of
trans people is what she writes



on the page.

Alice's novel envisions a
world with BodyMod
magitech where everyone on
earth suddenly rushed to one of
two "sides" of gender and
gender presentation. All her
butch women and boyish girls
ran to go outfit themselves
with a penis so they could be
manly men, while all her soft
boys and feminine men rushed
to install a fancy new vagina
so they could be girly women.
But that doesn't make any
sense! People don't do that



now, so why should the ability
to easily and painlessly sprout
a penis or dig a vagina change
that?

There are femme trans
women in our world, yes!
There are also androgynous
trans women and butch trans
women. There are trans
women who shave their hair
off, wear motorcycle leathers,
and ride around the world on a
sexy bike shooting
werewolves with a sawed-off
shotgun and kissing ladies on
the mouth. Every possible



aesthetic of trans woman
exists, just as every possible
aesthetic of cis woman exists!
There is no reason to assume
that trans women as a group
are more stereotypically
"girly" than cis women.

Similarly, there are trans
men who love plaid and rock
amazing lumberjack beards.
There are trans men who look
like James Bond and are
dressed to kill and know how
to toss back a cocktail with
just the right amount of smirk.
There are trans men who wear



gorgeous makeup and skirts
and heels. There are trans men
who wear pajamas all day and
write novels on their couch
with Mister Whiskers the cat.
Our trans journeys are almost
never "well, I like boy clothes
and boy hair, so I guess I'm a
boy". Exploring our gender
presenta ti on can be an
important part of our journey,
but the styles we each
individually end up favoring
aren't all aligned to a gender
stereotype. Trans characters
should have the same variety
as cis characters.



Moreover, in Alice's world
there shouldn't be just two
options. It defies human nature
to imagine that, in a world
with BodyMod magitech
capabilities, everyone would
meekly align to one of two
gender stereotypes. Alice has
written a world in which
everyone either signs up for
breasts, a uterus, a bag of pink
clothes, and a "girl job" or
they checked the box for a flat
chest, a scrotum, an entire box
of blue socket wrenches, and a
"boy job". The reader will
almost certainly not recognize



themselves in this world. Why
are there "girl jobs" at all in a
world where people can be
any gender or body
configuration they could ever
want? What are "boy jobs" and
what would that mean in a
world without barriers to
transition?

Body modification isn't
going to jam our existing
beautiful chaos into one of two
types: girly-girl and manly-
man. It is worth considering
what gender looks like in this
new fictional world—how



many genders are recognized
by society? what does it mean
to be one gender or another?
what sorts of gender
stereotypes, if any, exist?—but
there will be the same
wonderful chaos of people
mixing and matching their
aesthetics, their interests, their
hobbies, and their careers as
there is now in our world.

If exploration and variety
are disallowed in Alice's
world, the setting is a dystopia
and both the author and the
narrative need to realize that.



"You can be any gender you
wish, as long as you conform
to the rigid gender
expectations therein" is a very
bad place in which to live!
Characters should be unhappy
under those strictures, if we
are to recognize them as
human.

In short: Include trans
people in your world with the
same variety as cis people.
Not all trans girls will be
hyper-girly. Not all trans boys
will be super-manly. Not all
nonbinary people will be



perfectly androgynous. Trans
people don't fit into perfect
neat stereotype boxes any
more than cis people do!



Essay #5: Buffet
Bodies

False Binaries

Human bodies do not
conform to a binary model
such that there is one "female"
body and one "male" body,
and everyone aligns neatly to
one of those. Any idea of a
human body binary is false
now; it will be even more so
in a world with BodyMod



magitech, unless there is an
oppressive and immensely
powerful authority forcing
everyone into line. A setting
where everyone is required to
have one of two standard
approved body types is a
dystopia and characters should
recognize that and be
appropriately discontented.

Humanity's infinite variety
is important because it affects
everything that follows in your
world-building. Let us
consider Barbara's world
where science fiction



technology has provided for
easy surgeries which allow
people to have any body
configuration they please. This
sounds perfect for a vibrant
and colorful cast of unique
individuals, yet all her
characters are one of two body
types: breasts and vaginas for
the ladies; flat pectorals and
penises for the gentlemen. No
variations, no differences, just
cookie-cutter bodies.

Understand that in a world
with BodyMod magitech, we
should see even more body



diversity than we have now. In
such a setting, people are
going to branch out to change
their chins, noses, cheeks
(dimples! freckles! blush!),
lips, eyes, ears, arms, legs,
fingers, toes, body hair (all
over!), and every other
possible bodily aspect. Even if
the magitech is somehow
limited only to body parts
which we think of as gendered,
these will be mixed and
matched even more than they
are now: there is no reason
why breasts would only pair
with vaginas, or why a penis



couldn't be a fun optional add-
on to an existing body of any
configuration.

All of these possibilities are
going to destroy any lingering
concept of a false human body
"binary". Genital changes will
not be referred to as
"opposite" or "reversed" or
"flipped", because "opposite"
will lose any kind of meaning
in this paradigm. How is a
penis "opposite" a vagina if
magitech can just slap a lab-
grown cock on someone in
such a way that they now have



both? (More fun for everyone!)
It'd be like saying an ear is the
"opposite" of an eye; there's no
correlation between the two!
You can have as many eyes
and ears as you want! The
acquisition of one doesn't
preclude the acquisition of the
other.

Right out of the gate we see
tremendous impacts in how
Barbara's characters should
look and speak in this setting
she's created. If her characters
maintain an unnatural body
uniformity, and if their



language patterns reify the
false concept of a human body
binary with phrases like
"opposite gender", then the
reader will observe a
mismatch between what
Barbara has said about her
magitech (i.e., available,
cheap, easy, and widespread)
versus how her characters act
(i.e., behaving as though it
does not exist, isn't freely
available, or has not widely
permeated society enough to
challenge speech patterns and
assumptions).



"But, wait," Barbara pops
up to say. "You're just
assuming that people would
use BodyMod magitech to
diversify their bodies more
than nature already provides.
Isn't it equally possible that
magitech would result in
consistent uniformity across
all members of society?
Couldn't everyone hop into the
BodyTron5000 and receive a
binary-conforming body the
moment the technology became
available?" Certainly, that
some people will attempt to
"standardize" their bodies



according to social biases and
preferences is within the realm
of possibility! We have
examples in our own society
of people who seek out
surgery in order to conform to
a social ideal of what, for
instance, an "attractive" labia
should look like.

Yet in order to justify
everyone meekly hopping into
the BodyTron5000 for their
standard-issue body, Barbara
will need to craft a society
which supports that behavior.
What is causing her humans to



accept strictures that her
readers would not? Her world
will need tremendous amounts
of stigma and violence
directed at those who do not
conform, or a society in which
conformity to a singular ideal
is considered more desirable
than individual expression and
creative divergence. In both
these cases, there should be
people who are unhappy with
the situation as it stands, and
there will be some who defy
society regardless.

Look around at the bodily



variety available to us now:
different colors of hair (both
natural and unnatural), tattoos,
piercings, and body
customizations like forked
tongues and pointed "elf" ears
already exist! Many people
pursue those alterations, even
in spite of social disapproval
or anticipated job
discrimination. When we are
already willing to defy social
expectations to explore
individual expression for our
ears and tongues, why should
genital configuration be less
prone to customization in a



future where potential is
unlimited?

Barbara has, I suspect,
fallen into the mistake of
thinking that most trans people
want a "fully transitioned"
body and that only the lack of
effective magitech holds them
back. In her mind, once
BodyMod magitech is
perfected and widely
available, all trans people will
use it once to become
indistinguishable from cis
people in society. But this is
not an accurate picture of trans



or cis people; in a world
where there are no barriers to
bodily customization, we will
not have anything resembling
uniformity. We will have
"buffet bodies", where we
mix-and-match what appeals
to each of us individually.

Here is where I'll confuse
some cis readers, because
aren't trans people "trapped in
the wrong body"? That was a
phrase which was used for a
long time in order to explain
transness to cis people, but
while it is still a useful



paradigm for many trans
people, it's not something that
applies to every trans person.
Some trans people absolutely
do want medical transition to
validate their gender and treat
dysphoria, but many do not! In
a world with BodyMod
magitech, some trans people
will medically transition,
others will not do so at all,
others will "pick and mix" a
custom body, and yet others
will "transition" more than
once. (As a genderfluid
person, I would love the
ability to daily modify my



body to better fit my own
shifting gender.)

There would not be a rush
for everyone in society to
immediately conform to one of
two body types.

Remember this when we
discuss pronouns in a later
section. As creator of this
fictional world you will need
decide how people apply
pronouns to strangers. It will
be impossible to create a
society where "she/her" maps
perfectly to vagina-ownership



and "he/him" maps onto every
penis-haver. People will not
be able to look at breasts on a
stranger's chest and decide
with total accuracy that breasts
equal "she/her" pronouns.
They may use that paradigm as
a starting point, but they will
be wrong at times (as we are
often wrong when assigning
pronouns to strangers in our
society), and both you and they
will need to recognize this.

Magitech Access



and Square
Diagrams

A quick refresher:

- Being cisgender means
being the gender which you
were assigned at birth.

- Being transgender means
being a gender which is not the
one you were assigned at birth.

- Not all trans people want
to medically transition all or
even some of their body parts.



- Because genitals are not
gender, a person (cis or trans!)
may modify their genitals to be
anything they want without
changing their gender, nor
without changing their status as
cis or trans.

Now I plunk down a square
diagram. Row C is cis people;
row T is trans people. Column
Y is people who say "yes" to
body modification and think it
is awesome; column N is
people who say "no" for
whatever reason. As the
author, it is important to



understand that none of these
squares will ever be entirely
empty. You can move the
ratios of people around by
making access to body
modification easier or harder,
but it's impossible to entirely
empty out a square. There will
always be people who don't
want to modify their bodies,
and there will always be
people who do and will find a
way.





This is important because a
lot of cis people incorrectly
define cisness as "happy with
their genitals" and transness as
"unhappy with their genitals".
Once someone makes those
wrong associations, they often
leap onto the idea that in a
setting where genital
modification is easily
available, then every woman
will have a vagina and every
man will have a penis. Wrong!
There are women who want
penises. There are men who
want vaginas. When you
understand that genitals can



correlate with gender for some
people but not all people, then
it's easier to understand that a
world with magitech will not
have only two body types.

"But at least there's no more
dysphoria, right?" is the next
question that comes down the
line, and I'm sorry to say this
is wrong too. The assumption
here is that given perfect
surgery, universal medical
access, and total social
acceptance, then everyone in
the setting will have modified
themselves into a body they're



happy with by the time they
reach adulthood or soon
thereafter. But that assumes
medical transition erases
dysphoria (it doesn't; it's a
treatment, not a cure) and that
everyone can be satisfied with
one perfect-for-them body. For
a lot of genderfluid people like
myself, there is no one body
that can accurately and forever
capture the self-image I have
for myself. Why not? Because
my image shifts over time!
You, as the author, will need
to decide whether the magitech
is something that takes years,



months, weeks, days, or
minutes to accomplish,
because that detail will affect
genderfluid characters in your
setting.

Again we see that a world
with rapid, easy, perfect,
reversible, painless, risk-free,
universally-available, and
socially-acceptable body
modification isn't going to
result in a binary system where
everyone conforms to one of
two body types. Such a setting
will be beautiful chaos, with
no way to tell gender or



pronouns from a glance at
someone's body. If you don't
want to write a setting with
extensive body diversity, then
I remind you that you don't
have to write that story! But
without the reality of body
diversity, your setting does not
have "rapid, easy, perfect,
reversible, painless, risk-free,
universally-available, and
socially-acceptable body
modification". Something is
stopping people from
accessing the magitech and
your job is to figure out what.



Maybe your society isn't as
accepting as you thought. It is
okay to write a society that has
stigma around gender
expression, as long as the
author doesn't gloss over that
reality and understands there
are unhappy people in the
background! Or perhaps your
magitech isn't as rapid or easy
or universally-available as
you'd imagined. Many
societies have contained
people for whom healthcare
w a s not freely available. If
there are barriers to access,
then magitech will be used



sparingly and only by the very
wealthy or the "deserving"
needy who have access to
charity or crowd-funding
options. Poorer members of
society will not have access at
all, and people of moderate
means will not be able to use
magitech for "gratuitous"
modifications. There is, in
short, a difference between
"this is available to treat
dysphoria which would
otherwise be lethal" and
"every second Tuesday you
can have fashionable feathers".



Magitech doesn't develop in
a vacuum. If you don't want to
write a society which values
individuality and bodily
autonomy and gender
acceptance and self-
determination, then why did
they develop this magitech in
the first place and push to
make it freely available? As
the author, you need to
understand the story you want
to write, and why, and what
body modification as a setting-
detail is doing for you. If it's
an important part of the plot,
then it will take work to



seamlessly integrate into
society in a way which feels
natural. If it's just a gimmick
for body-switching
shenanigans, then you're
risking blowing up all your
world-building for a joke that
probably won't seem funny or
original to your audience.

These are questions I can't
answer for you. All I can tell
you is that if your magitech
setting doesn't show bodies in
every possible aesthetic along
the gender presentation
spectrum, then it's up to you as



the creator to explain why.
"No one wanted that" doesn't
fit human experience. "People
wouldn't let them" may suffice,
but there needs to be reasons
that stand up to examination. It
is okay to write oppressive
governments, bigoted
societies, and dystopian
settings, but the author needs to
understand that their characters
aren't all happily frolicking
through meadows. If "buffet
bodies" don't exist in their
BodyMod setting, something
bad has happened to stifle the
natural variety of human



expression.



Essay #6: Pronouns
and Self

Static Pronouns

Many people, whether trans
or cis, have one set of
pronouns which are the correct
set for them at all times.
(There are exceptions to this
which I will discuss later in
this section.) When those
pronouns are known to the
narrative voice, they should be



used to refer to the person
regardless of the configuration
of their body.

We understand this when
we talk about cis characters;
most people don't stop using
"he/him" for a man after an
industrial accident removes
his penis, nor do most people
stop using "she/her" for a
woman after she has a
mastectomy to remove
cancerous breast tissue. Yet
we often forget this guideline
when speaking about trans
people, or when writing



scenes which involve
extensive body modification.
As a general rule, in a setting
with body modification, a
character's pronouns should
not switch simply because
their body has been altered.
Here follows some examples
which I have seen and which
authors should avoid.

Example A: Using
Incorrect Pronouns Until
Body Modification Occurs

Jos knew deep inside that
she was a man. She just



needed to get permission from
the Interplanetary BodyMod
Committee for the penile-
implant surgery in order to
make it official.

With the caveat that
pronouns do not correlate to
gender and that a man can
absolutely use "she/her"
pronouns, please understand
that this reads less like a case
where a man uses "she/her"
pronouns and more like a case
where the author isn't willing
to affirm Jos' gender until after
body modification taken place.



This would be particularly
obvious if the narrative
changes to "he/him" pronouns
after Jos receives body
modification.

Framings which imply that
people aren't allowed access
to their correct pronouns until
after medical transition are
hostile to trans audiences.
Pronouns are not linked to
body configuration and we
shouldn't need to undergo
medical transition in order to
convince people to use the
appropriate pronouns to refer



to us. Furthermore, the extent
of medical transition which we
have undergone and what state
our genitals are in is no one's
business but our own!

If Jos is a man who uses
"he/him" pronouns for himself,
then a first-person narrative or
limited third-person narrative
from Jos' point of view should
reflect that at all times and not
wait until after body
modification to use them. The
only exception to this rule with
which I would be comfortable
would be a narrative written



by a trans person, where
grappling with pronouns was
part of their journey. But for a
cis author writing a character
who simply hasn't had body
modification, I want to see the
correct pronouns used at all
times.

Example B: Using
Incorrect Pronouns When
Body Modification Occurs

Jael shuddered as the spell
took hold. He hated the
feeling of breasts growing on
his—no, HER—frame.



This framing implies that
gender and/or pronouns change
when a body changes. This is
hostile to trans people for the
same reason Example A was:
it hinges our genders and
pronouns upon body
modification which we may or
may not have undergone. (Or
may not want to undergo! Or
simply may not want to
disclose to strangers in order
to have our pronouns
respected!)

Example B adds an extra
layer of problems by implying



that our gender and/or
pronouns can be changed
against our will if someone
inflicts body modification onto
us. While that may seem like
an impossible or unlikely
scenario confined to the realm
of fiction, the reality is that
trans people have often
historically been forced to
submit to body modification
against their will.
Furthermore, confining trans
people to an unwanted body
configuration in an attempt to
force them to be a certain
gender is how gatekeeping has



been used to prevent trans
people from accessing medical
transition. "If you keep your
breasts, you'll accept that you
are a girl" is the mundane
equivalent of this fantastical
situation wherein Jael has
breasts forced on him and
accepts that he must use
"she/her" pronouns now even
in the privacy of his own
mind!

If Jael is a man who uses
"he/him" pronouns for himself,
then a first-person narrative or
limited third-person narrative



from Jael's point of view
should reflect that at all times,
and should not change
pronouns just because a body
modification has occurred.
Once again, I might be
comfortable with an exception
where the narrative was
written by a trans person
grappling with pronouns as
part of their journey, but cis
authors should use correct
pronouns at all times and
avoid entrenching the idea that
forcible body modification (or
enforced body stasis) can
"change" a person's gender.



Multiple or Fluid
Pronouns

Earlier, I stated that many
people have one set of
pronouns which are correct for
them at all times, but that there
are a few exceptions to this.
Some people (cis or trans) are
comfortable with any pronouns
being applied to them, or have
multiple pronoun sets which
they use. Some people do not
have any pronoun set which is



appropriate to use for that
person. And some people have
pronouns which change over
time.

"Genderfluid" people
experience gender shifts over
time. The time period over
which their gender shifts can
cover years, months, weeks,
days, or hours, depending on
the individual in question.
Some genderfluid people use
the same pronouns all the time.
They might use a neutral
pronoun (such as "they/them"),
a neopronoun (such as



"xie/xer"), or a pronoun they
are already accustomed to
(such as "she/her") which they
maintain regardless of their
gender shifts. (Note there is no
"wrong" pronoun for a person
to use.) Relevant to this
writing discussion, some
(though not all!) genderfluid
people use different pronouns
to mark their gender shifts,
such as "he/him" on boy-days
and "she/her" on girl-days.

In a setting with BodyMod
magitech, some genderfluid
people might choose to change



their body when their gender
shifts. Think of a body like
clothing: some genderfluid
people dress the same
regardless of their gender that
day, while other genderfluid
people may choose to dress
differently depending on their
current gender. If your setting
includes an easy penis-growth
spell that takes five minutes to
cast, some genderfluid people
might make that spell part of
their morning routine as they
shower and dress and prepare
to face the day.



For characters who are (a)
genderfluid, (b) who change
pronouns when their gender
shifts, and (c) who change
bodies when their gender
shifts, then in those very
specific cases it would be
appropriate to write those
characters with "new"
pronouns when their body
changes. But it is important
that the author understand that
their pronouns and gender
didn't change because their
body changed; their gender
shifted and then the character
changed their body and



pronouns to "match" their
shifting gender.

In other words:

WRONG

Cause: Body changed.

Effect 1: Gender is now a
boy.

Effect 2: Pronouns are now
he/him.



RIGHT

Cause: Gender is now a
boy.

Effect 1: Pronouns are now
he/him.

Effect 2: Body changed.

Once again, I will caveat
that the advice contained
herein is meant as guidelines
for cis authors. A trans author
might well choose to explore a
genderfluid character who



doesn't have control over their
body-changes and feels their
gender shift in response to
those uncontrollable changes.
Such a character would need
to be written with immense
care, as it would be very easy
to imply wrong things about
how gender works. I would
recommend that cis authors not
attempt such a character.

New Pronouns

In writing this section, a



reader asked: Can a character
choose to change pronouns
during the story? Can they
realize during the story that
their gender is different from
what they thought?

Yes! Absolutely, it is fine
for a character to decide that
their gender is different from
what they thought it was,
and/or that they would like to
try a different pronoun set for
themselves. Not everyone
knows what gender they are
from birth, and exploring and
questioning that is a great idea



—especially in a setting with
BodyMod magitech where they
can explore not only their
inner identity but their outer
self-image as well.

There is not even
necessarily anything wrong
with a character deciding,
"You know what? I like this
penis, I think I'll keep it and
use 'he/him' pronouns from
now on." The important thing
is to ensure this isn't the only
trans portrayal we see in your
BodyMod society. There will
and should be other people



who do not base their gender
and pronouns on whatever
their current body
configuration is at that given
moment.

"Genderless"
Binary-Body
Societies

If you've read this far, I
hope you accept there will be
a variety of pronouns used
among your characters, and



that those pronouns will for the
most part not change when
body modifications occur. If
you can take my word for that,
you can skip this section
entirely. Otherwise, we're
going to talk about Charlotte.

Charlotte wants a world
where body modifications
change pronouns
automatically, such that anyone
with a vagina uses "she/her"
and anyone with a penis uses
"he/him". She wants this in
part because it's easier to
write, but also because this is



how a lot of cis people think
pronouns work: they change
what pronouns they use for a
trans person when that trans
person transitions, so they
associate body modification
with the pronoun change in the
wrong direction. (The
pronouns didn't change
because the body changed; the
body and pronouns changed
because the gender wasn't
what society had assigned.)

The other reason Charlotte
is hostile to the idea of
consistent gender and



pronouns is because she
doesn't trust her readers. She
wants to give Robert breasts
and a vagina through a wacky
medical mishap and use
"she/her" pronouns for Robert,
because if she keeps calling
him "he/him" then the reader
might forget his genital
configuration. As a writer,
avoid this! Very few good
stories have revolved around
the reader needing to be
constantly aware of what
genitals are in the protagonist's
pants.



Charlotte has heard of the
concept that "genitals aren't
gender", but she really wants
her fictional culture to have a
strict "genitals are pronouns"
policy wherein all vagina-
owners use "she/her" and all
penis-havers use "he/him". In
an attempt to justify this, she'll
call her society "genderless"
and insist that pronouns don't
indicate gender, just genitals.
She has decided that gender is
a squishy subjective "feeling"
but that genitals are
"objective" and therefore a
better thing to base pronouns



upon.

For the record, there are
agender people who don't have
a gender. Very few of them, in
my experience, are fine with
being told that their pronouns
must correlate directly to their
genitals, or that they should
placidly accept new pronouns
if their genitals are altered
against their will. Agender
people are no less deserving
or desirous of bodily privacy
than gendered people; why
should it be anyone's business
that Robert has a vagina now



because someone spiked his
morning coffee with a body
modification potion?

When genitals determine
pronouns, a pronoun change
because of a genital change is
the same as walking into a
room and declaring "hey,
everyone, I have a vagina
now!" Why would society
normalize that? To what
benefit is it that everyone
change pronouns from the ones
Robert is accustomed to and
prefers (because he's still a
man since the BodyMod



magitech didn't change his
inherent gender!) just to be
"accurate" in indicating that he
has a vagina which is no one's
business and no one cares
about?

Fictional societies which
map pronouns to genitals aren't
"genderless"; they're a cis
fantasy which is hostile to
trans people. "What if trans
people just accepted the
pronouns we gave them at
birth based on their genitals
and stopped being so
difficult?" is the question



posed, but the reality is that
humans do not work that way.
Robert is not going to accept
and internalize "she/her"
pronouns for himself just
because the BodyTron5000
malfunctioned, even if he is
accustomed to pronouns based
on sexual characteristics. His
body is now, as far as he is
concerned, wrong and he will
remain a man in his mental
narration as he struggles to
overcome this plot obstacle
and change his body back to a
form which fits his self-image.



Many cis people do not
recognize they have a gender
in addition to their genitals
because our society has
attempted to conflate the two.
But if you take a man's penis
away, or remove a woman's
vagina, their gender does not
automatically change—not in
society's eyes, and generally
speaking not in their own.
BodyMod magitech will not
result in a "genderless" society
where people have genitals
and no gender; gender is a
social and cultural construct
which intertwines with our



self-image and which can exist
regardless of our body
configuration at any given
moment. If anything, magitech
would help clarify that gender
isn't genitals by giving cis
people a chance to explore
different body configurations
while realizing all the ways in
which their gender identity
doesn't shift in perfect
adherence to the whims of the
BodyTron5000.

A final note: A genderless-
by-default society is fine for a
cis person to write, but it is



more likely that such a society
would give a singular pronoun
to everyone (until they asked
for a different one) rather than
trying to map a binary pronoun
system onto everyone via
primary sexual characteristics.
The simplest reason for this is
that human bodies cannot be
easily bucketed into one of
two types. There is not a
human body binary, especially
in a society with BodyMod
magitech freely available.



Essay #7: Pronouns
and Others

You're in a coffee shop
mentally narrating your
surroundings one day and want
to note that the customer in
front of you smiled when you
came into the shop. How do
you pronoun at this situation?

You might try to work
around pronouns by using
nouns and adjectives. "The
customer at the front of the line



smiled" or "The tall redhead
smiled" or "An apparition in
what appeared to be chainmail
armor smiled" are all apt
descriptions of the person. Or
you might default to a neutral
"they/them" pronoun set: "They
smiled". As a third option, you
might look to their gender
presentation and make a
tentative guess at pronouns
from the stranger's appearance
—with the understand that
your guess may be wrong.

Gender is a cultural
construct and thus both gender



and gender presentation vary
across societies. Gender
presentation can include how
we wear our hair (lengths and
styles are often used to present
gender) or our bodies (for
example, whether breasts are
bound or presented with
emphasis). Gender
presentation can include what
decorations we place on our
bodies: hats, tattoos, piercings,
jewelry, and clothing. Clothing
in particular can be gendered
through color, cut, material,
and a thousand other
indicators.



It is important to understand
that gender presentation is not
gender. A person wearing a
pink dress and possessing a
rocking rack, unicorn tattoos,
and a Farrah Fawcett hairstyle
may be a man. A person
wearing blue coveralls and
presenting a Brian Blessed
beard, a skull tattoo, and a
shaved head may be a woman.
Gender presentation is not
gender, which is why it's
increasingly understood to be
most polite to ask which
gender and pronouns one
should use for a person (and to



normalize the conveyance of
pronouns through worn items
like name-tags which include
pronoun information).

In the absence of name-tags
and an ability to ask (perhaps
because you and this stranger
are fleeing an alien invasion
together and you don't have
time or breath to stop and
talk), how do you pronoun the
person in your head? If you
don't apply neutral pronouns to
them, then you probably
tentatively pronoun them by
looking at their gender



presentation and hoping their
pronouns "match". You make a
guess based on the information
you have available, and go
with that guess until you
receive new information to the
contrary.

This is important because
there will be cases where a
first-person narrator or limited
third-person narrator will
interact with a person whose
pronouns they do not know. In
those cases, it may not make
sense for the narrative voice to
know that the trans person in



front of them goes by "xie/xer"
instead of the "she/her" that the
narrator might assume from
their gender presentation. This
can lead to "accidental
misgendering" in your
narrative where a character
does not know the other
person's pronouns.

Accidental misgendering
can happen in good faith and
doesn't make the narrator a
"bad person". It can harm trans
readers who have triggers
around misgendering, so do
warn for it in the content notes



for the material, but it is
important to note that even
common triggers are not
necessarily "bad" topics about
which you cannot write. I
would just urge that you write
with care around this
particular topic!

Consider why you're writing
a scene in which a narrator
misgenders a character. Is this
necessary to your story? Can
you find another way to frame
the scene? Can the character in
question correct the narrator
quickly? Can they convey their



appropriate pronouns in their
introduction, so that correct
pronouns are used throughout?
If the narrator doesn't speak
with them and instead
observes them from afar, can
the narrator overhear their
pronouns, or be already aware
of them because a friend has
told them or (in the case of a
spy thriller!) they know of the
person from publicly-
available research they've
previously done?

I must strongly stress that
trans people's genders and



pronouns should not be framed
as a "plot twist" or a
"surprise". It is okay for a
narrator to not know
someone's pronouns, and for
those pronouns to come out
later when the character feels
safe making them known to the
narrator, but the story should
work equally well if those
pronouns had been known by
the reader from the beginning.
Trans people are not plot
twists.



Pronouns and
Magitech

How do pronouns play into
a fictional setting where
people can have "mix-and-
match" bodies that look
however they want? Something
you will need to consider as
the author is how gender
presentation works in a society
where people can change their
bodies easily. Do people still
assume that visible breasts on
a chest means "she/her"?
Would that really be a sensible



thing to assume? We're trying
to get away from assuming that
now, and we don't even have
magitech that allows people to
put on and take off breasts at a
whim.

Maybe your society
employs pronoun name-tags so
that people don't have to guess
when they meet strangers.
Maybe everyone has high-tech
glasses and earpieces that take
in the faces of those around the
user and feed back important
information into the user's ear.
("Kelpyr Corcane. Star



Merchant, Second Class.
Suspected Pirate, though never
proven. Nee/ner pronouns.")
Maybe society has normalized
stating pronouns upon
introduction. ("Princess Thea
Starguide, she of Colluscent,
delighted to meet you.")

Authors should understand
that when they show characters
interacting, they are also
showing us the societal
expectations of their setting.

Example A: Assuming
Pronouns From Appearance



Let us consider James
meeting a stranger for the first
time: James smiled as Jared
approached him with a
beautiful woman on his arm,
her grin dazzling even at this
distance.

Here we see James assume
the gender of this stranger.
What is he basing that
assumption on? Unless it is
made clear that she has
signaled her gender in some
way (perhaps by wearing
pronouns on a tag, or by
indicating gender through a



socially-known marker like a
special accessory) then we
assume James is using bodily
appearance to guide him. If
James is representative of his
culture, then the world-
building has now established
that—despite the magitech
ability to radically alter
bodies at will!—there is still
enough adherence to a bodily
type such that James feels it's
safe to guess that people with
that type use "she/her"
pronouns.

This world-building



undermines the entire magitech
premise! We already
understand, in our society, that
it is impossible to accurately
guess gender from body
configuration. This will only
be more understood in a
society wherein people can
change their body
configuration at a whim in
order to test-drive a penis or a
shiny new pair of breasts. In a
world where everyone can
experiment with body shape to
their heart's content, it doesn't
make sense to guess gender
from body configuration. You



might as well guess gender
based on hair color, as you'll
have equally poor odds of
success!

Example B: Using Neutral
Pronouns Until Informed
Otherwise

Now let's try another
approach: James smiled as
Jared approached with a
beautiful stranger on his arm,
their grin dazzling even at
this distance.

In this version of events,



James is careful not to gender
the stranger. He uses neutral
"they/them" pronouns until he
learns the right ones, either
through signaling from Jared
("James, this is Melody. She is
my accountant and an excellent
flamenco dancer."), or by
asking outright upon
introduction ("James Carlisle,
he/him, professional panda-
wrangler. You are?").

By normalizing a direct
offer-and-ask of pronouns, we
see a culture wherein it is
widely understood that gender



presentation is not the same
thing as gender. Without saying
a word about magitech, the
author has reinforced that this
society is different from ours
in that bodily appearances are
not considered to be static
indicators of gender. The
directness of the ask also
implies that James will accept
whatever answer is given,
indicating a culture where
trans people are safe giving
their pronouns to strangers.

Now let's talk about some
pronoun corner-cases you may



have to grapple with as an
author.

Deliberate
Misgendering

I spoke above about
"accidental misgendering" and
how it can happen in good
faith. When a character is
corrected, they should accept
the correction and use the
appropriate pronouns from
there onward.



"Deliberate misgendering"
is when a person knows the
correct pronouns to use but
deliberately uses wrong
pronouns anyway because they
don't accept the person's
gender. Deliberate
misgendering is an act of
violence! It is okay to have
violent characters in your
fiction, but the author must
recognize they are violent.

For example, if you have a
character who is a man who
uses "he/him" pronouns, and
he has told his family that but



they continue to call him
"she/her", then that family is
not loving. They are engaging
in abuse against this character
by trying to assert their will
over him in an attempt to
change his gender.

I would strongly recommend
not including deliberate
misgendering in your work if
you are a cis author. It can be
misused as "easy" violence
against trans characters, and
can be wielded in ways which
may hurt the reader. Consider
developing a villain who is



villainous for reasons other
than bigotry.

Pronoun Shifts

Some characters (such as
genderfuid characters who
experience gender shifts over
time) have pronouns which
change over the course of the
narrative. Let us consider
Jordan, who is sometimes
"he/him" and sometimes
"she/her".



One way to handle this is
for the narrator to ask Jordan
how they should refer to
Jordan when they do not know
Jordan's current gender.
Jordan may ask that the
narrator use a neutral
"they/them" for times when the
narrator isn't sure of Jordan's
gender. ("I don't know where
Jordan is. Can you reach them
on their cellphone at all?")

Another option might be that
Jordan prefers people stick
with a pronoun set until they're
directly informed of a change.



In that case, the narrator would
use Jordan's last known
pronouns when discussing
Jordan with others. ("I spoke
with Jordon yesterday and he
said he was angry with Matt,
so I expect he still is." The last
"he" in that sentence assumes
that Jordan is still a "he" until
told otherwise.)

Asking how to respectfully
pronoun a person isn't hard or
rude. It is perfectly okay to
write a scene wherein the
narrator asks Jordan how to
use pronouns! Asking about



pronouns should be
normalized, and no different
from scenes in which narrators
ask about names, nicknames,
name meanings, and so forth.

Pronouns in
Flashbacks

What about cases where the
person's pronoun doesn't shift
regularly, but has changed in
the time since the narrative
voice saw them last? Once



again, asking is the best choice
here. ("Laen, when I tell
stories about our childhood
should I use your pronouns, or
do you prefer me to use the
ones we used at the time?")

In general, people should
use the current correct
pronouns for any and all
stories about a person,
whether or not those stories
occurred in the past when the
person was going by different
pronouns. The reason for this
is that many trans people feel
their childhood pronouns were



wrong all along. Some bigoted
cis people persist in using
those wrong pronouns as a
means of asserting power in an
attempt to define a trans
person's gender and childhood
against their wishes.

Having said all that, please
note that trans people are not a
monolith and some trans
people do use "old" pronouns
and "old" genders when
recounting stories of their past.
("When I was a little girl...")
Be aware that there are
multiple ways for trans people



to tell our stories. It is always
best to ask the individual
person what pronouns you
should use for them when
talking about their past.

"That's all well and good," I
hear you say, "but I'm writing
fictional trans characters.
Whatever answer they give me
when I 'ask' is an answer I
came up with as their creator.
So what should I do?" My
answer is that if you are a cis
author, do not change
pronouns for trans characters
when telling a story of their



past. That switch can create
the impression that you think
trans people "change" gender
when they transition, or that
trans people who don't
transition aren't allowed their
correct pronouns. If Brian is
"Brian" and "he/him" in the
present day narrative, then he
should be "Brian" and
"he/him" in flashbacks as well.



Essay #8: Hi, My
Name Is Tran S.

Gender

Estelle is an author who is
trying to include trans people
in her novel, but she's
understandably worried over
one thing: how will her
r e a d e r s know her trans
characters are transgender?
Let's first go over some
"don'ts" that I've encountered
in the wild.



DON'T

- Don't employ phrases like
"born a boy". Trans people are
not "born" a gender that they
later "change". If you must
reference an assigned gender
at birth, do so in a way which
emphasizes that the assignment
was wrong (i.e., "mistakenly
thought to be a boy"). Having
said that, it would be better to
avoid defining trans people by
their birth events. Rarely are
cis people introduced with a
reference to their birth years
ago.



- Don't misgender the
character unless the
misgendering is quickly
addressed as incorrect.
Someone calling a character a
girl and being corrected ("Did
you not read his email where
he came out to everyone? Theo
is a boy, Carol.") might be
fine. An announcement which
misgenders the character
("King Allows Girl To Join
Knights!") is not fine unless a
character remarks upon or
otherwise corrects the
announcement. The key here is
that it's okay for characters to



be wrong if the narrative
makes it clear they are wrong.

- Don't rely on stereotypes
to make all your trans
characters the girliest girls, the
manliest men, and the most
androgynous of nonbinary
peoples, such that they all
seem obsessed with
maintaining a flawless gender
presentation. There are
feminine trans girls and
masculine trans boys and
androgynous enbys, but we
come in more flavors than that!
Trans people aren't playing a



part or trying to win a gender
presentation prize. Give your
trans characters more interests
and hobbies and traits than just
"being trans".

- Don't linger over
descriptions of their bodily
features in lurid ways which
highlight how much their
gender presentation does or
doesn't "match" what is
expected for their gender. Cis
authors often spend a lot of
time on how trans people
"look" and whether that look
"matches" their gender, with



the implication that it's a
tragedy when it doesn't and a
relief when it does. Trans
people do sometimes care
about our appearance (and
body dysphoria is a thing many
of us experience) but it's
hardly all we think about or
amount to as a person!
Lingering over how a trans
character looks suggests their
appearance is the most
important thing about them and
tends to be deeply othering of
the character, as though they're
a zoo exhibit to gawk at.



Transness as an
Experience

Now you know some things
not to do, but you might still be
stuck on how to introduce a
character as trans. I think
where a lot of writers get
caught here is they're
accustomed to describing
people and bodies as a state of
being rather than as an
experience. If a character's
eyes are blue, you can just tell



the audience that their eyes are
blue. It's there staring them in
the face. But this leads authors
down the path of trying to
describe transness the way
they would describe a body
feature, which tends to go in
bad directions.

Instead of trying to describe
your trans character as a
physical state of being, think
about what their experiences
are like—particularly in this
world you've built with
magitech which allows them to
experiment with their body.



How is a trans person's life
different in this world from a
cis person's? Do they have
medical loans from the body
modification they received
when they were younger? Do
they have an excitable and
embarrassing parent who likes
to show baby pictures to new
friends and lovers? Does
someone in their life still slip
up and call them by the wrong
pronouns before apologizing
and correcting themselves?

If your world is entirely
without stigma, your trans



characters might bring up their
transness themselves, or might
joke with their friends about it.
They might disclose their
transness to other trans
characters in need of a friend
through a tough time. They
might still be navigating the
process of changing
paperwork in your world, or
otherwise still transitioning—
either legally, socially,
medically, or in some other
facet of their life.

Speaking of transition, how
was that experience for your



character? Not every trans
person experiences dysphoria
or bigotry or unsupportive
families, and many might
experience much less so in a
world with cool BodyMod
magitech. Too often, cis
authors write trans characters
as miserable, and transition as
a scary thing rather than an
affirming experience. If body
modification is a simple matter
of a painless weekend at the
magitech spa, make that clear
in the narrative. ("Oh, yeah, I
told my parents I was a girl
when I was four years old so



they took me to the Gender
Witch and everything has been
awesome ever since!")

If your world does have
bigotry, they will need to
navigate that. Be careful when
writing bigotry! Your trans
readers could be hurt by slurs
or violent scenes. Ask yourself
whether those things are
necessary to the story or
whether they're gratuitous and
should be removed. As a
general rule, too, your trans
characters will have heard
bigotry before and shouldn't be



"shocked" by it, nor should a
protagonist earn "good person"
credit by standing up for them.
Don't build up a protagonist by
hurting someone else; that's
cheap and exploits trans pain
in order to make a protagonist
seem like a good person
simply for not being terrible.

Genitals

In my opinion, cis authors
ought to avoid lingering on
trans people's sexual



characteristics, because they
almost always linger on the
wrong things in the wrong
ways.

However, if you want to
discuss genitals in a setting
with BodyMod magitech, ask
yourself what value is being
added in a scene which lingers
on a trans person's private
parts? Is the scene affirming
the character and showing
their joy at having a body
which feels right to them, or is
the scene gawking at them and
cheapening their happiness by



making it appear fetishistic? Is
the scene thoughtfully
exploring how a character
feels being in a body which
seems wrong to them, or is the
scene mocking them for their
body?

Be very careful describing
bodies in ways which convey
disgust. Scenes which linger
on the "grossness" of hair,
smell, shape, feel, arousal, or
erection can be hurtful and
stigmatizing to readers. They
can also be deployed in ways
which perpetuate harmful



stereotypes; not all men spring
an erection upon entering the
same postal code as a woman.
It's an old, trite, and
predictable trope for a
character to gain a penis and
suddenly be overwhelmed
with how "lusty" and "driven"
this body part supposedly is.
Be more original than that, and
treat your characters like
people rather than collections
of organs.



Essay #9: Magical
Potions and Gender

Belts (a Dungeon
Master's Guide)

So you're a dungeon master
(or a story teller or a game
master or just a cool cat with a
gaming screen) and you have a
player who wants to play a
trans character in your world.
You want to be sensitive to
their needs and the needs of
their character so, surprise!,



you give them a magical body
transformation potion in their
inventory at game start and
now they never need to face
bigotry or adversity again.
Well done you, right?

Well, maybe.

Some players want their
escape into a fantasy world to
not be marred by the same
bigotry they face on a day-to-
day basis. Other players want
their time in your fantasy
world to allow them to
explore bigotry in a safe



setting. The key to being a
good dungeon master to your
players is to talk to them about
what they're hoping to
experience and accomplish
with their character. It's also
important to understand what
your limits are as the creator
of this world, and where your
comfort levels lie.

One solution I've found is to
craft a world which does not
have systemic bigotry against
trans people, but wherein
subcultures such as families or
small towns or religious



groupings may have pockets of
prejudice. That way, Yolanda
can play xer trans character
over in the main plot without
having to experience bigotry,
but Zanadar can play ner trans
character over here in a side-
plot and work through bigotry
with the power of persuasion
or charisma or fireballs to the
face. (Whatever floats your
and the Zanster's boat, really!)

I will also make body
modification spells, potions,
and wearables available as
part of the setting, but players



can decide whether they want
their character to start with
those items already in their
possession or whether they
want their character to work
towards those items as a goal.
One player decided that her
belt of gender confirmation
had been pawned prior to
game start because she was
strapped for cash. This gave
her a chance to work through
dysphoria while understanding
that a solution was still
available to her once her
character had earned enough
money on the main plot quest.



What I absolutely will not
do is make a world in which
bigotry is pervasive and
unavoidable, and players have
to accept that in order to play.
Nor will I make a setting in
which there are no options,
either mundane or magical, to
allow them to transition. Every
society I know of has had
pockets of "safe" folks who
accepted trans people among
them, and had transition
options of some kind available
to people who needed them.
Why would I craft a setting
which doesn't include these



parts of the human experience?
Why would I make a game
where people have to agree to
let me hurt them in order for
them to play?

Be a responsible dungeon
master by talking with your
players, understanding their
goals, and minimizing the harm
they will have to endure in
order to play your game. Find
out if they want to experience
bigotry and, if so, what kinds
and how much. Work out
exactly what you're willing to
portray, since you will be



playing the villains—you're
allowed to have boundaries,
too! Respect yourself and your
players as you create an
enjoyable experience together.



Essay #10: Vampires,
Werewolves, and

Quick Healers

Let's talk briefly about
people with supernatural
healing capabilities. I've
written characters with
magical powers and super-
healing and I put forth that if
your characters have super-
healing, that power must
interface with the body-
owner's consent and desires,



or you're going to run into
trouble very quickly.

"Magical healing" that
restores a body to a default
state is a medical
impossibility that we
handwave with magic or
magical science when we
include it as a power in
stories. It's one that can be fun
to play with, but it has a
history of being used to heap
angst onto marginalized people
in ways which are harmful,
and then forgotten about when
that same magical healing



would become inconvenient to
privileged audiences.

Below is a short list of
things I've seen magical
healing powers used for:

- Removing an existing
long-term disability.

- Preventing or undoing
gender confirmation surgery
for trans people.

- Making sex painful by
regenerating a hymen again
and again.



- Enforcing an unwanted
hairstyle which caused bodily
dysphoria for the person.

Here is the catch. If you're
going to regenerate all
"damage" to a body instantly
without consideration for the
body-owner's desires, you
cannot have:

- Tattoos.

- Body piercings.

- Tanned skin.



- Muscles.

- Pregnancy.

Oh, and if you're going to
regenerate hair growth in ways
which cause bodily dysphoria
for the owner, you will also
need to include:

- Leg hair.

- Armpit hair.

- Pubic hair.



- Fingernails and toenails of
socially unacceptable length.

This is what I mean when I
say that super-healing is often
used to cause angst for
marginalized people ("No
gender confirmation surgery
for trans people! The magic
heals them right back to where
they were!") but is forgotten
about when privileged
audiences want something for
themselves, like pregnancy or
modern hair styles. If you're



going to show vampire angst
because Claudie can't cut her
girlish hairstyle away into
something more mature or
more masculine, then your
sexy vampire ladies also need
leg hair and armpit hair. If
you're going to grow back a
trans man's breasts after a
mastectomy, nobody gets to
have piercings.

If magic healing expels
bullets and foreign bodies and
doesn't take into account the
wishes and consent of the
body-owner, then pregnancy is



impossible. Pregnancy
involves a parasite which
burrows into the lining of the
uterus and then feeds from the
host for months without
considering the host's welfare.
Real world pregnancy requires
suppression of normal immune
responses in order to prevent
the body from rejecting the
invasive foreign object. The
fact that every pregnancy isn't
rejected is, frankly,
astounding.

Now, you can have
pregnancy in super-healers by



simply embracing the fact that
the super-healing is magic and
that magic can be guided by
willpower and consent. If the
character wants to be pregnant,
their talent can accommodate
for that. If the character wants
to cut, grow, or otherwise
change their hair, their talent
can allow for that. If the
character is transgender and
wants to medically transition,
their magical talent can make
room for their choice and
adjust to their self-image as
the new "default" state to
which the body is returned



when wounded. Magic and the
mind do not need to be at
odds!

Similarly, if a character
wants their magical talent to
heal a childhood disability or
old scars, that's a valid
character decision. The
problem is not with healing.
The problem is with worlds
which present the healing as
something the character has no
input or control over, and
which erases their disability
or erects a barrier to medical
transition options, but then



doesn't include foot-long
toenails and armpit hair down
to the waist because doing so
would upset the intended cis
and able-bodied audience.

Muscles require injury to
the body. Tanning requires
injury to the body. Pregnancy
requires injury to the body. If
these injuries are instantly
healed then the muscles don't
grow, the tan doesn't set, and
the pregnancy doesn't develop.
If your character can do any of
these things, then there is no
reason why they can't also



maintain a disability or scar by
choice, or seek out medical
transition options to confirm
their gender identity. Super-
healing should not be used as a
tool to strip agency from
marginalized people.

In short: There's nothing
wrong with super-healing
magic. The problem is when
that magic is used to harm
marginalized people for
supposed reasons which then
evaporate when the result
would inconvenience or upset
privileged people in the



audience.



Essay #11: Boys Shall
Not Pass (Gender
Detection Spells)

Let's talk about Joanna.

Joanna is writing a
whimsical story with young
adults living together in school
dormitories while they study
magic. Gender doesn't come
up much in the story (and that's
fine) until Joanna remembers
that she doesn't really want



boys sneaking into the girls'
dormitory to do naughty things.
A easy solution presents itself:
just put a gender-detection
spell on the dorm and teleport
away any boys who try to
enter! The problem is that
Joanna's story is now a mess
of gender issues which
effectively exclude trans
people not only from the
named cast of characters but
from the background world-
building at large.

What is this "gender
detection" spell actually



doing? It is the author's job to
figure this out, first and
foremost. If the spell is
detecting genitals, then it is
worth asking why it was
considered appropriate for a
school to conduct magical
genital searches on underage
students. That seems
incredibly invasive and
inappropriate! Why do school
officials need to know what
young Harvey's genitals are?

If the spell is detecting
genitals, by what criteria are
students barred from the girls'



dorms? If the spell is looking
for penises and ejecting
anyone who has one, then trans
girls who have not medically
transitioned are being denied
entrance to the girls'
dormitory. If the spell is
looking for, say, a uterus and
ejecting anyone who doesn't
have one, then cis girls with
certain medical conditions are
now also being ejected.

But what if the spell isn't
detecting genitals and is
instead detecting actual
gender? Well, you can have



spells which detect gender in
trans-affirming ways, but it's
still problematic for it to be
used in this fashion here. Why?
Well, you're now "outing" to
peers and parents any trans
boys who were closeted and
living in the girls' dorms,
potentially exposing them to
bigotry and violence. The
spell will also catch Luella in
its net, as she is genderfluid
and only a girl on every day
that isn't Thursday; on
Thursdays, Luella is a boy and
now magically barred from the
dormitory—which is



inconvenient and cruel, to say
the least.

If Joanna really wants a
spell to keep certain people
out of the girls' dorms, then she
will need to make a listed
database of people who are
allowed inside and pair that
databae with a spell that boots
anyone not on the list. That
way at the beginning of school
year, people who can sign up
for the "girl" dormitory
include trans girls, closeted
trans boys, nonbinary people,
and genderfluid people. As a



bonus, nothing at the school is
rummaging around in people's
pants!

It can be okay in certain
instances to have magical
gender detection spells which
affirm trans people's gender.
But those spells should never
be used to forcibly "out" trans
people to others, nor to expose
them to violence or bigotry.



Essay #12: Sexuality
and Gender

I am now going to say
something which I feel ought to
be obvious: every sexual and
romantic orientation you can
imagine has trans people in
there alongside the cis people.
There are gay trans men. There
are lesbian trans women.
There are bisexual nonbinary
people. There are straight
trans people and pansexual
trans people and asexual trans



people and aromantic trans
people. If you can name a
label, there's a trans person out
there with that label.

Gender and sexuality can
intertwine for some of us in
complicated ways, but body
modification is almost always
about the individual's identity
as a person, and not about
attracting sexual partners. In a
magitech setting where I can
custom-build any body I want,
I'm going to build what I want,
not what prospective sex
partners want! Trans women



(whether they be lesbian or
straight or bisexual or anything
else!) are not "gay men" who
thought body modification
would be the best way to meet
men. Trans men (whether they
be gay or straight or bisexual
or anything else!) are not
"lesbian women" who thought
body modification would be
the best way to land a
girlfriend. Trans people don't
change their bodies in order to
get laid!

Other useful facts to note:



- A character who enjoys
sex with men will not
automatically run out to get
breasts and a vagina, either to
appeal to men or to facilitate
sex with them. There are
plenty of men who find other
body types appealing, and
there are plenty of ways to
have sex besides penis-in-
vagina intercourse.

- If your only on-page
examples of trans people are
straight couples, your reader is
going to wonder where you've
stashed the gay trans men and



the lesbian trans women.
Straight trans people
absolutely exist, but they are
not the only kind of trans
person in the world.

- While we're talking
transness and sexuality, trans
people date each other quite
often. It stands to reason that
two people who have
experiences in common may
be drawn to each other. If all
your trans characters only date
cis people, that seems to
suggest that they (or their
author) don't consider trans



people desirable. Avoid
creating that impression.

- A setting with BodyMod
magitech ought to have at least
some people who are excited
to explore with their partner(s)
every possible combination of
bodies to mash together
sexually. I have read magitech
settings where everyone
paired off into "male/female"
marriages and then never
experimented! There should be
at least someone in your
magitech setting who wants to
see what sex is like with



different equipment in play.

My Trans Body is
for Me, not You

Let's talk about Felicity.

Felicity has written a
BodyMod magitech setting
where anyone can have a penis
or a vagina. She imagines that
all the gay and lesbian people
in the world immediately line
up to switch body
configurations as soon as this



magitech is made available. In
her setting, all the lesbian
women grow penises and go
marry straight women to be
good husbands to them, while
all the gay men grow vaginas
and settle down as happy
wives to straight men.

It's unclear whether Felicity
knows that bisexual and
pansexual people exist, but if
they do exist in her world, they
too all settle down into
"male/female" pairings as well
on the stated grounds that
penis-in-vagina sex just works



better than all the other
possible types of sex.

If this sounds ludicrous,
that's because it is—and yet
this is a story I have
encountered. This is not how
transness works, nor how
sexuality works, nor how
people work. Lesbian women
are not all universally longing
for the day when they can
transition to a "male" body in
order to have penis-in-vagina
sex with a straight woman!
Gay men are not all waiting on
tenterhooks for magitech to



come along and allow them to
transition to a "female" body
so they can have penis-in-
vagina sex with straight men!

Gay people are not all
transgender and seeking
transition, and trans people are
not transitioning in order to
attract partners from a specific
gender. Transness is about
one's self-identity, not about
attracting a mate.



Essay #13: Children
and Childhoods

Infants and
Alteration

Giselle is an author who
wants to write a BodyMod
magitech society wherein
every child is altered at birth
to have a "boy" body (i.e.,
with a penis) and are only
allowed to switch to a "girl"
body (i.e., with a vagina)



when they reach adulthood and
legal emancipation from their
parents' decisions.

I do have to point out that
this premise makes very little
sense to me. Some societies
heavily prioritize bearing
children of a specific body
configuration, yes, but those
communities do not attain total
parental adherence to that
ideal. Some parents will
always exist who disagree
with the larger cultural values
around them, or who simply
refuse to alter the bodies of



their children against their
will. Having said that, this is
one premise which has a note
of real world truth: it is still
legal and acceptable in many
places for parents and doctors
to surgically alter the genitals
of children without their
consent.

The belief that all infants
are born with one of two types
of genitals is incorrect and
unscientific. Many people are
born with genitals which
cannot be easily sorted into a
binary "male/female"



dichotomy. Our society uses
the term "intersex" to refer to
people who experience one or
more of a variety of conditions
which may lead to atypical
development of physical sex
characteristics; in this book I
will use the term "perisex" to
refer to people who are not
intersex, with a note that the
term "dyadic" may be used
elsewhere.

In an effort to force a binary
state which does not occur in
nature, our culture has
accepted the use of genital



surgery on infants incapable of
consent. Many intersex people
are subjected to surgery at a
very young age because of a
bigoted society which believes
that adherence to a constructed
cultural norm of what genitals
"should" look like is more
important than individual
bodily autonomy and self-
determination.

Given this context, Giselle's
world in which babies are fed
into the BodyTron5000 to
receive a standardized body
becomes much more plausible.



However, it is important for
the author to understand that
this culture is terrible, and to
make certain that this fact
comes across to the reader.
The alteration of children's
bodies without their consent is
a human rights violation which
flies in the face of all personal
autonomy.

Giselle's fictional culture is
not performing a "favor" for its
infants. Bodies, whether
intersex or perisex, are
allowed to possess beautiful
variation. Neither intersex nor



perisex people are all longing
for surgery to make them
identical to everyone else. Any
setting which performs body
modifications on babies is a
dystopia, and the author must
be aware of that; this situation
is not something which can be
played off as a cutesy cultural
quirk of Planet Monogender.
Moreover, the author must be
aware of real world parallels
and how this situation isn't
hypothetical for many of their
readers.



Childhoods

Let us now consider two
trans people in their late
thirties, both of whom have the
bodies they desire through the
wondrous invention of
BodyMod magitech. However,
one of them was allowed to
access that magitech at age
four, while the other was not
allowed access until age
eighteen and legal
emancipation from their
parental guardians. As a result,
these two trans people have
had very different childhoods.



When an author writes a
BodyMod magitech setting, it
is important they understand
that even if bodies can be
changed easily later,
experiences cannot be: we
only have one childhood.
Some authors get so wrapped
up in the fact that their trans
characters can "change later"
that they forget that childhood
experiences, validation, and
affirmation are all incredibly
important things which can
affect a person's mental
wellness.



Forcing someone to
experience puberty in a body
which causes them dysphoria
is cruel. In Giselle's fictional
world, every person in her
setting is forced to experience
puberty in a specific type of
body regardless of their
consent. This is an act of
society-wide violence which
would harm a large number of
its inhabitants, and which only
contributes to the stark fact that
Giselle's setting is a dystopia
and cannot be played for
laughs or cutesy cultural
characterization. If you are



writing a society which is in
any manner accepting of trans
identity, then people must
recognize that children have
bodily autonomy and deserve
the right to experience
childhood and puberty in a
body which does not cause
them discomfort.

In our society, the biggest
objection to allowing children
to transition is that they might
be "wrong" about their identity
or could "change their minds
later". This is not a good
reason to deny a child access



to transition, in part because it
is based on a fundamental
misconception of what
"transition" is in this context.
Childhood transition involves
social transition (i.e., telling
people the correct pronouns to
use), presentation changes
(i.e., clothing, hair, etc.), and
puberty-delaying medication
which prevents early onset of
puberty and the major bodily
changes which accompany it.
None of these steps are
irreversible, and it is
important that cis people stop
portraying childhood transition



as scary and primarily surgical
when it is neither.

Moreover, in a society
w he r e every body can be
custom-made at any time to
any specification, there is no
good reason to deny a child the
chance to grow up in a body
they feel comfortable with.
"But what if they change their
mind later?" ceases to have
any meaning in a world where
there are no consequences to
changing one's mind because
the BodyTron5000 can grow
and attach an unlimited number



of body parts! "We can change
it later, so you can't change it
now" makes no sense unless
bigotry is in play.



Essay #14: Bodily
Autonomy and Rape

Culture

"Bodily autonomy" refers to
a person's basic human right to
control what is done to their
body. This right is why body
alterations are a matter of
consent and personal choice,
whether the alteration be a
tattoo, piercing, surgery,
haircut, pregnancy, abortion,
or insertion of a foreign object



into that body. It is why
medical procedures require
consent, with only rare
exceptions made for life-or-
death situations where the
patient cannot communicate
their desires. We even extend
bodily autonomy past the
limits of human life: dead
people cannot be harvested for
blood, tissue, or organs unless
consent was affirmatively
given in life.

If someone forces a body
alteration onto someone else
without their consent, or if they



willfully prevent someone else
from getting a desired body
alteration, that person is a
villain. This is not a special
body modification rule; this is
a matter of basic rights. People
who knowingly and
egregiously disregard bodily
autonomy are villains. Anyone
in your story who tries to force
a character to inhabit a body
configuration they do not want
is committing an act of
violation and should be
opposed by good and decent
characters.



Let me repeat that: Forcing
someone to inhabit a body or a
body configuration they do not
want is an act of violation. The
character in question should
recognize this, as should other
characters who learn of the
situation. If the narrative treats
forcible body alteration as
slapstick comedy or merely
inconvenient, then the author
has failed to understand the
grave trespass of human rights
which has occurred within the
narrative.



Rapists and Body
Modification

Do not "punish" or "teach"
rapists who have a penis by
changing their body to have a
vagina instead.

This is an incredibly
problematic trope which
implies that vagina-owning
people are not rapists (some
are!) and that rape or the threat
of rape makes effective anti-
rape education (since the
rapist will now have to defend



his new vagina from other
rapists, thus supposedly
learning a hard but valuable
lesson about life). Relying on
rape as a punishment only
further entrenches rape culture
and hostility to bodily
autonomy. If we can revoke
human rights like bodily
autonomy from rapists (by
either forcibly changing or
forcibly invading their
bodies), then those rights can
be revoked from the rest of us.

There is an additional
implication in this trope that



the rapist will stop being a
rapist because he no longer
has a penis with which to rape.
This is a false and harmful
view of rape which harms
many victims. Rapists do not
require a working penis in
order to rape, and the removal
of a penis from a rapist will
not suddenly make them not
want to rape anymore. Rape is
not caused by an out-of-control
penis; rape is a choice that
rapists make in order to hurt,
humiliate, or otherwise harm
someone. Changing a rapist
into a new body doesn't



address his motives; he will
just carry on finding new
victims to harm with his new
body.

Marriage and
Body Modification

Bodily autonomy is for
everyone. We all have the
right to change our body, and
we all have the right to not
conduct sexual activity with
another person. Those rights



are not waived upon marriage.
If Bob is married to Babs, he
can and should be able to
modify his body without her
consent because it is his body.
If she doesn't like the new
body configuration he has
decided to obtain, she may
decide she doesn't wish to
touch him with her body. That
is valid! Bob owns his body
and Babs owns her body.

I have seen a BodyMod
magitech setting where the
author worked themself up into
knots at the idea that a marital



partner might change their
body whilst married. In an
attempt to prevent this, the
author went so far as to make
body modification within the
bounds of marriage illegal in
their fictional society!
Reminder: Any law which
strips bodily autonomy from a
person by denying them access
to body modification is an
unjust law which interferes
with our basic human right to
control our own bodies.

In the context of the fictional
marriage situation above and



Bob's choice to pursue body
modification, it is important to
remember that Babs doesn't
have to like Bob's new body.
Babs doesn't have to touch
Bob's new body. Babs doesn't
have to stay married to Bob!
But Babs should respect that
Bob has the same right to his
body as she has to hers. Again:
Bodily autonomy is for
everyone.

No one should be legally
allowed to stop someone from
accessing body modification,
and any setting which allows



for this must be written with
care! Many of your trans
readers have encountered
unsupportive families and
spouses who attempted to use
those relationship ties to
impose ownership over their
body. It is harmful to write a
society in which the legal
system grants ownership of
trans people's bodies to their
spouses unless the narrative is
going to demonstrate that this
law is a grievous violation of
human rights.

If trans people do not have



bodily autonomy in your
setting, then that decision has a
ripple effect on the bodily
autonomy of every person.
Bodily autonomy protects
people from spousal rape,
reproductive coercion,
medical abuse, and so much
more. Think carefully about
how your setting and society
values bodily autonomy as a
whole, and understand that
these things are all linked. You
cannot make laws limiting the
use of BodyMod magitech
without those laws laying the
foundation to remove bodily



autonomy entirely.



Essay #15: Body
Diversity Beyond

Gender Presentation

Depending on the limits of
body modification magitech in
your setting, it should occur to
you as the author that there are
more things which can be done
with those capabilities than
just modify genitals and gender
presentation. How will you
handle that in your setting?



Weight

Cultural attitudes towards
weight and fat bodies are not
universal. Often, though not
always, those attitudes are
shaped by factors like class
and money. In our society,
thinness is a mark of wealth
and therefore thinness has been
hyped as desirable; the diet
industry spends vast sums of
money to influence us to prefer
a body size which is
unattainable for many people.



That unattainability is part of
the appeal for the industry
because it means people will
continue to spend money on
products which are marketed
to "help" them.

Will your magitech setting
have the same cultural
attitudes privileging thinness?
There is no reason why it
should if the history of your
world is different from ours.
Perhaps fatness is privileged
in that world because the
BodyTron5000 works on a
conservation-of-mass



principle and people who use
it have to pay more money to
receive more body tissue—if
that's the case, perhaps only
rich people can afford to be
comfortably chubby!

This isn't to urge you to
create a world where all the
fat people are rich decadent
hedonists, as that runs into
harmful stereotypes of its own.
But I want to challenge you to
think about the preferences and
biases in your world, and how
they formed. It's easy to take
the biases from our culture and



insert them directly into your
writing without examining
them closely, but it's also lazy
writing. If everyone in your
culture can have any body they
want at any time they desire,
why would they all be skinny?
Why would a bias that we
built in order to sell diet
products persist into a future
where the push of a button can
get you any body at all?

Disability



Please be aware that
disability will still exist in a
BodyMod magitech setting.

Disabilities are
complicated. Some disabilities
would cause pain and anguish
for the owner even if our
society were perfectly
outfitted to accommodate the
person's needs. Other
disabilities can intertwine
with identity until the person
may not want to give up
something which they see as an
integral part of their self. I
would happily give up my



chronic pain conditions
because I dislike being in pain,
but I don't really feel a need to
"fix" the part of my movement
disability which requires a
cane (I have a really good one
that works well for me!), and I
can't imagine parting with the
neurodiversity which makes
me who I am.

In short, disabled people
are not all going to rush into
the BodyTron5000 to "fix"
themselves. Some of them may
seek a cure. Some of them may
try out a "cured" body only to



decide they liked their old one
just fine. Some of them will
not seek any "cure" at all, and
will find the suggestion that
they ought to change
themselves to be offensive.
None of these reactions are
right or wrong; our bodily
autonomy gives each of us the
right to decide what sort of
body we want to inhabit. How
do you need to deal with this
as an author?

Easy answer: Populate your
setting with disabled people
who stay disabled! They don't



need to be a big deal; no one
needs to pontificate for pages
on why they're using a cane
instead of curative magitech.
Let it be normal that some
people don't seek a cure. Part
of our ableist culture is the
widespread assumption that
not seeking a cure is abnormal
and must be justified. Consider
having characters who simply
are disabled and aren't asked
to explain their existence.
Then don't cure or kill them.
Let them continue existing
happily with their disability
after the book ends.



Harder answer: Think long
and hard about how well your
society accommodates people
who keep their disabilities.
The downside to "magical
cures" is that sometimes they
increase stigma in society
against those who refuse to
participate. Does your society
refuse to provide disability
accommodations because
they're "expensive" and
"unnecessary" on the grounds
that the people who need them
could jump into the
BodyTron5000 but are
refusing to do so? Be very



careful with this! Understand
that this sort of society is one
that is deeply ableist and
profoundly hostile to bodily
autonomy. It is a dystopia
which is committed to wiping
out disabled people entirely—
and that should scare both you
and your readers. If you don't
have experience with
disability, I would recommend
not going this route; if you do,
understand that this is not a
utopia.



Race

Let us start with one thing: I
am white and am not qualified
to tell you how race is
different from gender.

I can tell you that they are
not the same thing. I can tell
you that neither race nor
gender are a simple function of
appearance, though many
cisgender white people
assume they are. I can tell you
that while race and gender are
both social constructs, that
does not mean they are



constructed the same way or
are interchangeable. I can tell
you bad faith actors have co-
opted the trans description of
dysphoria as being "trapped in
the wrong body" in an attempt
to apply that to white people
who want to be Black.

I can tell you that there is
such a thing as transracial
identity, but it is a concept and
label for people who are a
different race from their
parents or guardians, which
can happen with adoptions.
Transracial children often



experience difficulties when
their guardians do not know
from experience the lived
reality of growing up as
another race, and therefore
cannot prepare their children
for those realities.

I can tell you there are
better voices than mine to read
on this topic. As a starting
place:

- The Heart of Whiteness:
Ijeoma Oluo Interviews
Rachel Dolezal, the White
Woman Who Identifies as

https://www.thestranger.com/features/2017/04/19/25082450/the-heart-of-whiteness-ijeoma-oluo-interviews-rachel-dolezal-the-white-woman-who-identifies-as-black


Black. Ijeoma Oluo. The
Stranger.

- I am Black. Rachel
Dolezal is Not. Rebecca
Carroll. Dame Magazine.

- An Open Letter: Why Co-
opting "Transracial" in the
Case of Rachel Dolezal is
Problematic. Kimberly
McKee. Medium.

- Yes, Race and Gender Are
Social Constructs. No, They
Are Not Alike. St. Ridley
Santos.

https://www.damemagazine.com/2015/06/15/i-am-black-rachel-dolezal-not/
https://medium.com/@Andy_Marra/an-open-letter-why-co-opting-transracial-in-the-case-of-rachel-dolezal-is-problematic-249f79f6d83c
https://powderroom.kinja.com/yes-race-and-gender-are-social-constructs-no-they-ar-1712153087


Go read those articles and
sit with them for a while
before you come back to me
and my little essay about
world-building. When crafting
a society with magitech which
can give someone any body
they want, you must grapple
with how race works in your
society. You need to
understand that race is not just
a function of appearance, that
it is generational and can
involve heritage, community,
culture, and (in our world)
past injustices which continue
to this day and have been built



into the systems which govern
and police our society.

Stepping into the
BodyTron5000 to receive
differently-colored skin will
not change a character's race,
just as an accident with the
BodyTron5000 which attaches
an unwanted penis will not
change that character's gender.
Those changes of skin color or
geni ta l s might affect how
society treats the character, but
you as the author must
understand why those systems
are in place—and what value



this adds to your story. Why
would you have characters
changing their skin color in the
narrative? What does that
bring to your tale? What are
you trying to say as the author,
and what are you hoping the
reader will hear?

If you are a white author,
ask yourself whether or not
you should be saying anything
at all about race, or whether
it's your job to talk less and
listen more! As with gender,
your story can include race
without being about race and



your opinions thereupon. I
would recommend putting
effort into crafting a BodyMod
magitech society wherein
p e o p l e don't use those
capabilities to modify their
racial appearance. Why not?
Well, why don't more people
do so now? Because many
people in our society are
sensitive to the fact that such
modifications are cultural
appropriation and thus
inappropriate behavior.

Just because your characters
can do something doesn't mean



they will. Write sensitively on
this matter.
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